President, PM condoles demise of Raji Thakur

Himachal CM Jai Ram Thakur has condoled the death of former Chief Minister Raji Thakur, who served the state for over 28 years.

"Jai Ram inaugurates dev projects in Rampur"

Jai Ram Thakur, Chief Minister of Himachal Pradesh, inaugurated several development projects in Rampur district on Monday.

"Baradari Park in Rampur"

Jai Ram Thakur dedicated the Baradari Park in Rampur, which was developed with Rs. 12.15 crore from the Himachal Pradesh State Tourism Development Corporation (HPTDC).

"Plasma bank goes operational in Patiala"

Plasma bank has become operational in Patiala Medical College/Rajindra Hospital. While addressing the people through video conferencing, Chief Minister said that all these projects would usher a new era of development in the area.

"Raj HC to give verdict on 24, asks Speakers to wait"

The Rajasthan High Court on Tuesday revived the verdict on Congress leader's special bail plea and asked the Speaker to take any action till then.

"Plasma bank goes operational in Patiala"

Rampur Municipal Corporation (RMC) has inaugurated a Plasma bank in the city's Medical College/Rajindra Hospital, which is aimed at meeting the requirements of patients suffering from COVID-19.

"Khattar launches portal to facilitate people to take online appointments"

Haryana Government has launched a portal named 'Chetna' to facilitate people to take online appointments for various government services.

"Khattar launches portal to facilitate people to take online appointments"

The Chief Minister of Haryana, Manohar Lal Khattar, launched the portal 'Chetna' to facilitate people to take online appointments for various government services.
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Agro Industrial chairman enquires about former BJP Min

At Pragatima, July 22 (UNI) Punjab Agro Industrial Corporation chairman Shri Jagmeet Singh Mittal, former BJP Minister, has asked for the health of ailing senior BJP leader Balwinder Singh Dhaliwal, following an indication of his state. The corporation, which was earlier led by BJP leader Jagmeet Singh Mittal, had released a statement expressing concern.

The company, in its statement, noted that the health of the senior leader was a matter of concern and expressed hope that he would recover soon. The statement also thanked the medical team for their efforts in providing care to the senior leader.

The corporation also thanked the Medical College of Punjab University for providing medical care to the senior leader. The corporation further thanked the government for providing all possible help to the senior leader.
Cotton growers need not to worry over premium rates, assures govt

DHARAHRA DHAR

HARYANA: Cotton growers need not to worry over premium rates, as the state government has assured them that all the cotton growers will be paid 110 per cent of the minimum support price on the basis of quality of cotton and in the city into a pond. The committee's guardian Karma Chand, who has highlighted the name of his parents and his school by passing in the First Division in CBSE Class X, has also been made a guardian. The committee’s guardian’s name is Ramchandra Prasad Suthra, who has highlighted India’s environmental health education and employment. But even then, the need of the hour is to cooperate with India and other countries be-

Rahul Gandhi victim of depression: Anil Vij

KARNAL, JULY 21

The state government has been made Rahul Gandhi while talking about the achievements of the BJP government for 6 years was object-

No education possible without teacher

KARNAL, JULY 21

The education imparted by the teacher to the learner is of utmost importance in the development of the student. The teacher is given the high regard by God, who gives to the human to fulfill the mission. The teacher should have knowledge and discipline in teaching without any selfishness and dis-

DC holds meetings with owners of marriage palaces

KARNAL, JULY 21

Deputy Commissioner Nishant Kumar Yadav held a meeting with Shivam Hall and Marriage Palace owners and discussed the issues of the marriage palaces. The DC informed the owners of every action of the people has been affected by the crisis, and it is mandatory for all to follow the standardized actions issued by the government in view of the current situation. In order to prevent the spread of Covid-19, many discounts have been given by the government to the public and social bodies. The decision of the government to contain the spread of Covid-19 among the people by con-
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Amarinder holds VC with ITM, directions on skill development

**KUL SINGH BHINDOOR**

On Sunday morning, the Police Administration and the Police Department met in Hoshiarpur to review the police drive to remove Ragel occupants at the roadside along the main Hoshiarpur-Muktsar road that had prompted the tractor trolley and water tanker thefts.

Two days have passed since the meeting of the Panchayat Department took age-old regional issue of the installation of water pumps in the villages of the BOPD Jandiala Guru and Basantgarh lottery in Jandiala Guru and Basantgarh. Government officials have been requested to install water pumps on the lines of the Panchayat Department so that the residents of the villages can get water. The Jandiala Guru BOPD Sub Inspector Harpreet Singh Sodhi said that the police officers had received a complaint that there was no water in the village.

Jalandhar, July 21

In a bid to ensure a home-like setting for the elders, who were cut off from the world due to the COVID-19, the Director of Family and Social Welfare, Dr. Navdeep Singh, said that the department was working on setting up a committee to look into the matter.

The department is also working on setting up a committee to look into the matter.

Panchayat department fails to act against encroachers

LUDHIANA, July 21

Agriculture Minister Barsema Singh said on Sunday that two persons who shot at Paramjit Singh were seen in the footage.
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**KULBIR GARG GARG**

The 126th result of Babu Faculty Secondary School has been declared. According to the information, 444 marks, Hariv Kaur secured first place, Sukhjeet Kaur secured second place. Those students who have appeared in exam can check their result on www.babufaculty.com.

**DICT RAM RATTAN**

On the call of the Kisan Congress, the PSPCL and the PSPCL have given a 48-hour deadline to the farmers for selling their crops. The chief minister announced that the PSPCL will have to give 50 percent of the crop to the Kisan Congress. He said that the PSPCL has already agreed to give 50 percent of the crop to the Kisan Congress.

**ANIL VERMA**

The cabinet minister in-charge of school education, Captain Amarinder Singh, has said that the three boards in the state will be合并 following the Board of Secondary Education, the Board of Technical Education and the Board of Professional Education.
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IMPOSED BAN ON BRICKS PUSHER FROM PUNJAB TO J&K

The Haryana government on Tuesday banned the transport of bricks to Jammu and Kashmir, which is facing an acute shortage of bricks that is already pushing up the prices of building materials to unprecedented levels.

Govt should withdraw bus fare hike: Neeraj Thakur

The Chief Minister of Himachal Pradesh, Jai Ram Thakur, on Tuesday, expressed dissatisfaction over the hike in bus fares by the state government.

120 core saplings to be planted in forest divisions: Jai Ram Thakur

The Himachal Pradesh government has started six schemes to boost afforestation. The schemes include Vidyarthi Van Mitra, Van Mantri, and ‘Ek Buta Beti’.

Suresh Shiesha gives 31 cement bags in gumbar village

CM expresses grief over demise of Lalji Tandon

The Chief Minister of Uttar Pradesh, Yogi Adityanath, expressed grief over the demise of Lalji Tandon, the former Chief Minister of Madhya Pradesh, who passed away today morning due to a heart attack.

Govt takes stock of Covid-19 situation in District Chamba

The Chief Minister of Himachal Pradesh, Jai Ram Thakur, today visited districts of the Chamba Division through video conferencing. He reviewed the situation and highlighted the key measures that are being taken to contain the spread of Covid-19 in the state.

Jairam Thakur to withdraw this order

The Chief Minister of Himachal Pradesh, Jai Ram Thakur, has decided to withdraw the order imposing an economic burden on the common man.

HPTDC starts online ordering of food for takeaway and home delivery

The Himachal Pradesh Tourism Development Corporation (HPTDC) has started an online ordering initiative for takeaway and home delivery of its food items.

Post office providing Ganga water of Gangotri to devotees

The Uttarakhand government has started providing Ganga water of Gangotri to devotees through the post offices in the state.

IMPACTING BAN ON BRICKS FROM PUNJAB TO J&K

The Haryana government has imposed a ban on the transport of bricks from Punjab to J&K, which is experiencing an acute shortage of bricks.

Govt should withdraw bus fare hike: Neeraj Thakur

The Chief Minister of Himachal Pradesh, Jai Ram Thakur, has expressed dissatisfaction over the hike in bus fares by the state government.

120 core saplings to be planted in forest divisions: Jai Ram Thakur

The Himachal Pradesh government has started six schemes to boost afforestation.
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The Chief Minister of Himachal Pradesh, Jai Ram Thakur, has decided to withdraw the order imposing an economic burden on the common man.
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The Himachal Pradesh Tourism Development Corporation (HPTDC) has started an online ordering initiative for takeaway and home delivery of its food items.

Post office providing Ganga water of Gangotri to devotees

The Uttarakhand government has started providing Ganga water of Gangotri to devotees through the post offices in the state.
All banks must provide self-employment loans to youth: ADC Asha Jain

Govt Sec School Ballari registers 100% result

The new senior Medical Officer taking charge against Covid19 must be given priority.

PBN distributes masks, sanitizers

MLA Cheema starts planting trees on bank of sacred Kali Bein river

Villages will be protected from floods

15 villages to be protected from floods, 15 lakhs 63 thousand rupees approved

Result of govt senior secondary school Bahadurpal ROX excellent

Under the Mission Fasal, the Department of Agriculture and Co-operation had launched the Mission Sadbhavana to improve the health service of the hospitals and measures have been taken to fight Covid-19.

The cooperation department is working towards door-to-door awareness about Covid-19.

The cooperation department is working towards door-to-door awareness about Covid-19.
Cabinet approves doorstep delivery of ration

DELHI: The Delhi government on Tuesday approved doorstep delivery of ration under its “revolutionary” move. The scheme will be known as “One Nation One Ration Card” scheme will come into effect in Delhi.

Delhi has also made parallel arrangements for the use of drones and chopper-based delivery systems.

Grants for Barnala development works to be showered No loss will be allowed: Dhillon

BARNALA, JULY 21

Chairman Charan Dutt Singh Dhillon, Minister in view of the all-round development of Barnala district. A video conference was held with Manpreet Singh Badal. On this occasion, S. Kameet Singh Dhillon also held important talks with the Punjab Finance Minister Prasoon Singh Parmar. The minister assured the project that the state government will soon give financial assistance for the project. The minister further said that the project will be completed within the given time frame.

Delhi HC notice to PMC Bank, others on plea for withdrawal of depositors’ money

NEW DELHI, JULY 21

The Delhi High Court on Tuesday issued a notice to Punjab and Maharashtra Cooperative (PMC) Bank and others on the plea filed by the deposits of the depositors for withdrawal of their bank account. A division bench of Chief Justice DN Patel and Justice Pratibha Chandra Jain issued notice to the respondents and directed it to be received by the registry of the court.
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The Delhi High Court on Tuesday issued a notice to Punjab and Maharashtra Cooperative (PMC) Bank and others on the plea filed by the deposits of the depositors for withdrawal of their bank account. A division bench of Chief Justice DN Patel and Justice Pratibha Chandra Jain issued notice to the respondents and directed it to be received by the registry of the court.
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NEW DELHI: The Delhi government on Tuesday approved doorstep delivery of ration under its “revolutionary” move. The scheme will be known as “One Nation One Ration Card” scheme will come into effect in Delhi.

Delhi has also made parallel arrangements for the use of drones and chopper-based delivery systems.
Blocking fat storage might offer new way to treat most lethal form of brain cancer

Glioblastomas is a lethal form of brain cancer that accounts for some 15,000 deaths each year in the United States. Blocking an enzyme called DGAT1 might offer a new way to prevent or slow the disease.

The study by researchers at The University of Texas MD Anderson Cancer Center, published in the journal *Nature* on September 28, showed that blocking DGAT1 reduced glioblastomas by 90% in mice. Gilchrist more direct attack on glioblastomas, the most aggressive and deadly of all brain tumors.

The study was led by researchers at the University of Texas MD Anderson Cancer Center. Glioblastomas are the most aggressive and deadly of all brain tumors. The study showed that blocking DGAT1 reduced glioblastomas by 90% in mice. Gilchrist's lab included 15 patients with glioblastomas, who were treated with a drug called vorinostat. The drug reduced tumor growth in 14 of the 15 patients.

According to the findings of a recent study, the environment where you live has a significant impact on your longevity. This was confirmed by a study published in the journal *Nature*. The study was conducted by scientists from the University of California, San Diego. The researchers looked at the effects of air pollution and other environmental factors on 7 million people from 16 countries.

The study showed that people living in areas with high levels of air pollution had a significantly higher risk of dying than those living in areas with lower levels of air pollution. The risk was highest for people living in areas with the highest levels of air pollution.

"These findings support the need for effective air pollution policies to protect public health," said lead author Dr. Graham Macartney of the University of California, San Diego.

A research team at the University of California, San Diego, has discovered a new way to treat glioblastomas, the most aggressive form of brain cancer. The team found that blocking an enzyme called DGAT1 could significantly reduce the growth of glioblastomas in mice. This discovery could lead to new treatments for glioblastomas, the most lethal form of brain cancer.

The researchers hope that their findings may provide a new target for treating glioblastomas and other forms of cancer. The study was published in the journal *Nature*.

We are encouraged by these findings and look forward to further testing their potential in human glioblastomas. We hope this work will open the door to new treatment options for these patients," said senior author Dr. Andrew E. Hall of the University of California, San Diego.
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Omxace, JSPL Sign Agreement for Steel Structures of Omoxace Chowk

R anish Kumar Shrivastav, MD & CEO, JSPL, and Shrikant B Darda, MD Omoxace Chowk, signed an agreement for the supply of Steel Structures of Omoxace Chowk and a new Steel Structure Office of JSPL. The agreement was signed after the project had been awarded to JSPL, which is the first private company to have such an agreement with the Government of India Government of India.

Five ways to naturally get rid of a canker sore at home

C anker sores are medically known as one of the most common injuries to the mouth. Additionally, the disease can also be caused by bacteria. This makes it a very common disease, and it can be very frustrating to have canker sores on a daily basis. For this reason, it is a good idea to try to avoid these canker sores from happening in the first place. A good way to do this is to use a canker sore treatment that is made especially for canker sores.

Bausch + Lomb launches connect disposable contact lenses

O nePlus Nord Features 48-Megapixel Quad Rear Camera Setup: Live Updates

OnePlus Nord launch kicked off at 07.30 pm IST with Oppo's Carl Pei on the stage as a part of an exclusive live streaming session hosted by the Bajaj New Delhi showroom. The highlight of this event was the launch of the OnePlus Nord, which is the company's latest smartphone. The Nord features a 48-megapixel quad rear camera setup and a 6.4-inch display. The Nord is powered by a Qualcomm Snapdragon 765G SoC, which is an excellent processor for a smartphone. The Nord will be available in three color options: Blue, White, and Black. The Nord will launch in India on May 21.

Piaggio India launches Vespa VXL, SXL Facelift 2020 Range

Pininfarina India has announced the launch of new models in the Vespa VXL, SXL facelift 2020 range. The VXL is a 125cc scooter with a maximum speed of 108 km/h, while the SXL is a 150cc scooter with a maximum speed of 115 km/h. Both models are powered by a 4-stroke, 4-valve, 2-valve, liquid-cooled engine. The VXL and SXL are priced at Rs. 89,990 and Rs. 99,990, respectively.

India’s ExportsDigest 2020

The Hon’ble Minister, Shri Nitin Gadkari unveils India’s Exports Digest 2020

BOB felicitates COVID Warriors on Bank's 113th Foundation Day

India's ExportsDigest 2020 reveals that it will expand the initiative around the world, with plans to launch new editions for 2020 in the U.S., the U.K., and the U.A.E. The report highlights the growing demand for Indian products in international markets and the role of the BOB in facilitating these exports.

Bharati Foundation's Satya Bharti Adarsh Schools outperform CBSE national average in class X and XII board exams

Bharati Foundation, the philanthropic arm of Bharat Petroleum Corporation Limited (BPCL), has announced the results of its annual school board examinations for Class X and XII. The school performed well in the examinations, with a CBSE national average of 96.6%. The school has secured 96% in Class XII and 94% in Class X.

McDonald’s announces its FryItUpFridays offer

McDonald’s, the world’s largest fast-food chain, has announced its FryItUpFridays offer. The offer will be available from June 12 to August 21, offering customers free fries with every purchase of a large or medium fries.

Amazons Prime Day 2020

Amazon launched its Prime Day 2020 on July 13, offering customers discounts on millions of products from top brands. This year’s Prime Day was celebrated with a range of exclusive deals and discounts, with customers able to shop on Amazon’s website, app, and through the Amazon Alexa smart speaker.

Honda Cars India launches All New 5th Generation Honda City In India

Honda Cars India has launched the All New 5th Generation Honda City in India. The new City is available in three variants: S, V, and VX. The car is powered by a 1.5-liter petrol engine and is equipped with Honda’s i-VTEC technology. The new City is priced between Rs. 10.9 lakh and Rs. 14.9 lakh (ex-showroom).

Hearing aids, Bluetooth Earphones E3500 are aimed to provide a high-quality audio output

The Nokia-Branded True Wireless Earphones E3500 are designed for an on-the-go lifestyle. They are equipped with advanced technology and are designed to meet different demands. While the Nokia Essential Earphones E3200 are designed for a more casual lifestyle, the Nokia-Branded True Wireless Earphones E3500 are designed for those who need the best possible audio quality.
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Katy Perry opens up about pregnancy

A merican singer-songwriter Katy Perry joined recently talked about an array of topics related to her pregnancy and how she's doing as she anticipates the arrival of her first child with Orlando Bloom next month. According to People magazine, the 35-year-old songstress virtually joined the and Australian radio show Dr. Kyle and Jackie O and shared experiences around her pregnancy. The songstress showed off her growing baby bump in a crop top promoting her upcoming album. Perry revealed that she currently weighs 190 pounds and shared that she is at the stage during her pregnancy where "everything is swelling." The "Roar" crooner said, "My hands are swelling, my feet are starting to swell," before adding that she wears sandals everywhere she goes. "It's starting to get to me," she admitted. "I'm really grateful for my body and I have so much respect for other women going through this process. You get a whole new viewpoint being pregnant." However, the singer shared with the radio hosts that her pregnancy hasn't slowed her down, as she described herself as liking being a "mother on the move."

"I miss machines": Vicky Kaushal celebrates 'Major Missing Monday'

A ctor Vicky Kaushal on Monday channelled his love for gym equipment and revealed that he is missing machines. "I miss machines," he posted on Instagram along with a mechanical arm emoji. The 'Uri: The Surgical Strike' actor captioned the post and fans hit the intriguing picture, Kaushal set temperatures soaring as he poses in a shirtless avatar. The snap shows Vicky sporting black shorts as he poses in front of a mirror that shows the bodybuilding equipment in the gym. With the photo uploaded on Instagram, celebrity followers including Arjun Kapoor left the post that garnered more than 13 thousand likes. Kaushal was last seen in Anurag Kashyap's "Major."

Ranveer flaunts new hair-do by Deepika, says ‘I like it’

A ctor Ranveer Singh on Monday flaunted his new hairstyle made by tattooed wife Deepika Padukone. "Hair by @deepikapadukone," wrote the 35-year-old actor on Instagram as he shared his photos in the new hair-do on Instagram. The 'Ramleela' actor said that the hairstyle is identical to Japanese actor Toshiro Mifune from his 1961 samurai film 'Yojimbo' (bodyguard), and confessed that he liked the hairstyle and asked his fans if they liked it too. He added, "Very Mifune in Yojimbo. I like it. What do you think?" In the caption, the 'Ramleela' star is seen giving a side pose as his hair is seen tied in a small messy bun while a bit of his hair falls down on his neck. Ranveer looked charming in his new hairdo, as he is seen in the hues of the pink hair and carries a beard look in a black vest. Celebrity followers were quick to react over the post that garnered more than 50 thousand likes within 49 minutes of being posted. Meezaan Jaffrey left the fire and raising Hands emoji. While Jim Sarbh and Manoj Bajpayee were quick to praise the new hairdo. Later, the 'Loveyatri' actor has been keeping his fans updated of his activities by sharing pictures and videos on the social media platforms.

'Dil Bechara' co-stars rave about pictures, videos

The song 'Khumise Jeena Ke' starring late actor Sushant Singh Rajput and co-star Sanjana Sanghi has attracted many fans since its release on Sunday. Adding more for her fans, Sangeh on Tuesday has shared some "priceless moments" while filming the video song. The 23-year-old star is seen on Instagram multiple pictures and videos that showed the co-stars of the movie 'Dil Bechara' along with other crew members enjoying their time in Paris in between the song shoot. The post also had selfies of Sangeh with the 'Kai Po Che' actor. In the captions, she mentioned that these pictures and videos as "some of the most precious moments." She will "cherish for a lifetime." "Some of the most precious little moments that we will cherish for a lifetime from a dreamy few days of filming in Paris while creating #KhumiseJeenaKe for you all," the caption read. The 'Khumise Jeena Ke' song was quick enough to grab the attention of netizens and was released on platforms. The which is a collaboration of Rahman and is video that features Munny, where Sanjana Sanghi is seen in a shirtless avatar, as she poses in front of a mirror. Vicky is seen standing in front of a mirror that shows the bodybuilding equipment in the gym. With the photo uploaded on Instagram, celebrity followers including Arjun Kapoor and fans left the post that garnered more than 13 thousand likes. Kaushal was last seen in Anurag Kashyap's "Major."
Egyptian parliament approves troop deployment in Libya

The Egyptian parliament on Tuesday approved sending troops to Libya to support the government of national unity, backed by the United Nations, against eastern strongman Khalifa Haftar, whom the parliament described as a "terrorist ruler." The parliament acknowledged that Mr. Haftar's "elimination" is key to "saving Libya from the international danger it's in and achieving peace and stability in the region." It also approved sending experts, security forces and civilians to Libya to help the unity government fight Haftar's forces.

Australian investors embark on second trip to China

The Australian government has sent a high-level delegation to China for trade talks as part of the second stage of a Australia-China investment mission, which is set to commence this week. The mission will focus on expanding economic cooperation in areas such as infrastructure, manufacturing, and technology. It includes prominent figures from the business and political sectors and is expected to strengthen ties between the two countries.

Sensodyne raises rates 51 paise per nifty tops 11,150

Sensodyne, a leading toothpaste brand, has raised its prices by 51 paise per nifty. The company's move comes as the overall dental care products market is witnessing a hike in prices due to increased production costs and inflation. This price hike is expected to affect the overall market dynamics, and other competitors might follow suit.

FDIC, IRS take steps to help struggling seniors

The FDIC has launched a new initiative to help seniors navigate their financial challenges, including managing their retirement savings and handling their taxes. The IRS has also announced plans to expand its outreach to seniors, providing more resources and support to help them understand and comply with tax laws.

Hyundai Motorcoms extends Rs 6 crores for COVID-19 relief through donation

Hyundai Motorcoms, an automobile company, has extended Rs 6 crores to support COVID-19 relief efforts. The company has been actively involved in philanthropic activities, and this donation is part of its ongoing commitment to social responsibility.

Top South Korean officials visit Egypt to discuss arms sale

A high-level delegation from South Korea has arrived in Egypt to discuss a potential arms sale deal. The visit comes against the backdrop of rising tensions in the region, and the deal is expected to have significant implications for the political and military balance.

Monetary policy decision to be announced tomorrow

The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) is expected to announce its monetary policy decision tomorrow. Analysts are predicting a status quo on key interest rates, but there is some speculation about changes in other parameters. The focus will be on how the RBI plans to support the economy amidst ongoing challenges.

Fintech firms sharpening focus on personal finance

In an effort to cater to the growing demand for personal finance solutions, fintech firms are sharpening their focus on developing innovative and user-friendly products. This trend is driven by the increasing number of people looking to manage their finances more effectively and efficiently.
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During a hearing before the Standing Committee on Finance, Wednesday morning, former minister and current senator Bob Rae called on the government to provide emergency aid to individuals who lost their jobs due to the COVID-19 pandemic.

Rae, who represents the riding of Toronto Centre, said the government should provide a one-time payment of $1,500 to each unemployed Canadian. He noted that the unemployment rate remains high, with the latest figures showing that the jobless rate is about 9%, well above the pre-pandemic levels.

"We need to give a one-time payment to individuals who are unemployed," Rae said. "This should be a non-repayable payment, and I think that the government should be able to afford it."

Rae also called on the government to provide more support to small businesses, which he said are struggling to stay afloat.

"We need to do more for small businesses," he said. "We need to provide more financial assistance to small businesses so that they can stay in business and create jobs."

Rae's comments come as the government is expected to announce a new stimulus package later this week. The package is expected to include measures to support the economy and help Canadians during the pandemic.
Tickets bought for postponed T20WC will remain valid if Australia hosts it in 2021: ICC

DUBAI: The ticket holders for the postponed ICC Women’s T20 World Cup will remain valid if Australia hosts it in 2021 instead of 2020. In case the event is shifted to 2022, all the ticket will be entitled to attend the event in 2022. All the tickets will be processed automatically,” ICC said in a series of FAQs.

Jofra Archer cleared after England squad test negative after coronavirus test

LONDON: England fast bowler Jofra Archer on Friday was cleared after the England squad test negative after coronavirus test. Archer’s fast bowler was tested negative after the England squad was tested for coronavirus. The England squad had a two-week quarantine period for the Indian tour. Archer is expected to travel with the squad.

India’s current hockey teams are best in terms of their fitness: Bharat Chetri

NEW DELHI: Former India hockey skipper Bharat Chetri has said that India’s current hockey teams are best in terms of their fitness. Bharat Chetri said that fitness is very important in the modern game of hockey. Bharat Chetri said that the Indian hockey teams have a very good fitness level.

England’s Ben Stokes on Tuesday dejected Jason Holder to become the number one all-rounder in the Test format. Stokes has ended Holder’s 18-month reign at the top, becoming the first England player to be crowned number one in the Test format. The left-handed batsman has now picked 497 test dismissals, while Holder has 495 test dismissals. Stokes has scored 7225 test runs in 160 test innings, while Holder has scored 7007 test runs in 129 test innings.

India to undergo two-week quarantine period: CA

MELBOURNE: The Karnataka State Cricket Association (KSCA) on Friday informed the Australian Cricket Board (ACB) that the team would have to undergo a two-week quarantine period for the much-anticipated tour later this year.

WI could "destroy" Hope if he plays third Test, says Curtly Ambrose

UNITED NATIONS, JULY 21

PALESTINE: Curtly Ambrose, the West Indies all-rounder, who had played a knock of 176 in the first innings of the first Test in 1973 and helped West Indies to win the series, said that West Indies skipper Kraigg Brathwaite was doing the right thing by not playing Jason Holder in the second Test.

So many people have discovered chess during pandemic: Anand

UNITED NATIONS, JULY 21

ANAND: Chess grandmaster Vishwanathan Anand on Friday said that more people have discovered chess during the pandemic.

WI hands maiden Test win to England in Manchester

MELBOURNE: West Indies were defeated by England on Friday to hand the English team their maiden Test win in the country.

Tendulkar hails ‘remarkable’ Stokes after England’s win

Mumbai: Former Indian cricketer and legendary batsman Sachin Tendulkar on Thursday praised “remarkable” England cricketer Ben Stokes for his all-round performance in the second Test against West Indies.

Wi to miss second Test against Australia

NEW DELHI, JULY 21

INDIAN CRICKET BOARD

The West Indies cricket team skipper Kyle Hope has said that he will miss the second Test against Australia due to personal reasons.

WI ready to play ten-man team in second Test

NEW DELHI, JULY 21

WEST INDIES CRICKET BOARD

The West Indies cricket team skipper Kyle Hope on Friday said that his team would play against Australia in the second Test with a ten-man team.

Jason Holder to become the number one all-rounder in tests, says he’s done, says ESPNcricinfo

LONDON: Former India hockey skipper Dharamvir Singh Chhetri has said that Jason Holder of the West Indies will become the number one all-rounder in the test format. Chhetri said that Holder will be the number one all-rounder in the test format.

WI lose second Test against Australia

NEW DELHI, JULY 21

INDIAN CRICKET BOARD

The West Indies cricket team lost the second Test against Australia by 113 runs here on Sunday.

WI go down to second Test defeat

NEW DELHI, JULY 21

WEST INDIES CRICKET BOARD

The West Indies cricket team lost the second Test against Australia by 113 runs on Sunday.

Stokes and Holder fight for second Test honours

NEW DELHI, JULY 21

BCCI OFFICIAL

The second Test between India and the West Indies ended on Sunday with England winning the match by 113 runs.

England’s Ben Stokes on Tuesday dejected Jason Holder to become the number one all-rounder in the Test format.

A new world Test No. 1 was crowned on Tuesday when Ben Stokes of England defeated the West Indies skipper Jason Holder to add another feather to his cap. Stokes now holds the top Test rank with 1336 points, while Holder’s rating has been dropped to 1258.

"I don’t think I’ve ever played a Test match where I was given so much encouragement," Stokes said after winning the Test. "It’s just been a dream come true."..."